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Keep Makin' Mine Macerated
By Bertram M. Cohen

M ORE THAN A DECADE AGO, I PUBLISHED AN ARTI-
cle in this magazine, Paper Money, on macerated money, which I
had collected for many years already by that time. I'm still at it.
In fact I'm writing a book on this subject, and you may have seen

my ads here requesting information from the readers of this publication.
There are many things that people like to do with money: spend it, save

it, gamble with it. Some, like members of SPMC even collect it. . .but you
don't find great interest in wanting to macerate it. The word macerate comes
from the Latin, nzacero, maceratum, to make soft. Its same root as must!, a lump
and means to steep almost to solution.

Everyone, it seems has money problems.
The Federal Reserve System is always on the look-
out for ways to dispose of worn out currency.
They literally have money to burn, but anti-pollu-
tion laws make that illegal. In the early days of
paper currency (remember, the first U.S. paper
currency was issued in 1861) old notes were
burned in furnaces, but that made disagreeable
smoke and wasted the paper.

There is an old story that sometimes on a
windy day when the draft was very strong, partly
burned notes would escape up the chimney, float
over the city and settle down in the street to be
gathered up and presented again for redemption!
That is why people in the Treasury Department
often spoke of currency destruction as "the burn-
ing." This story may have been slander started by
some friend of the new-fangled macerating system.

Intricate and ornate designs attracted
purchasers of the recycled U.S. curren-
cy. The label on the back of this feder-
al eagle (above and below) reads:
"Made of United States Bank Notes
redeemed and macerated at the U.S.
Treasury, Washington, D.C. Estimated
$2,000."
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Above right: The "Capitol" with
Republican Elephant and Democratic
Donkey symbols on top. Estimated
$10,000 in used bills.

Right: The White House made of an
estimated $5,000 in redeemed U.S.
currency.
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Background
During the years 1874 to 1942 currency considered unfit for circulation

was destroyed by "macerating," a process of decomposing the paper by steep-
ing it in a strong solution for several days to reduce the currency to pulp with-
out recognizable features. The macerator is a huge spherical receptacle of steel
which contained soda, ash and lime water to destroy the identity of the curren-
cy. The average production of the macerating equipment was about 70 bales of
pulp a day or a total weight of 17,000 pounds. These bales were usually stored
in a yard near the macerator building.
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One of the many interesting and ingenious safeguards protecting the gov-
ernment from fraud in this process was a complex ritual which took place. Bills
that were destined to be destroyed were counted, stacked according to denomi-
nations and drilled in all four quarters to cancel them. The shape and size of
the holes determined the assembly point for the worn currency. Then bills
were cut in half horizontally. One half was shipped to the Treasury in
Washington on one day; the remaining half on another. The upper and lower
halves were never shipped on the same day.

Every day at one o'clock, three officials (the Treasurer, the Secretary and
the Comptroller of the Currency) with a fourth person designated by the
Secretary to represent the banks, assembled at the macerator to deposit the
money to be destroyed. Each member of the destruction committee was pro-
vided with a special key for his individual lock on the macerating tanks so there
was no way to remove any of the contents before they were totally destroyed.
Each key-holder unlocked his respective lock. The lid was lift-
ed. The package of halved bank notes were brought, and the
macerator -- a veritable hungry monster -- received its million-
dollar tribute. Then the lid was shut.

The keys were turned in the locks. The machinery was
put in motion, and the macerator began its revolutions. At the
end of four or five days, maceration was complete. The com-
mittee of four returned to unlock a valve. The liquid pulp then
flowed out and was screened into a pit.

Now the question: What was the government going to do
with thousands of pounds of mushy paper pulp? At first, the
sole use of the pulp was to transfer it to the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing to be rolled out into sheets of book-
binders board and sold at $40 a ton. Naturally in the land of
opportunity, enterprising and creative merchants would come
up with ways to make new dollars from the old ones. So a
Civil-War veteran named Henry Martin, who was employed by
the Treasury Department, got the idea to make "papier niache"
sculptures from the macerated notes. He hawked these prof-
itably to tourists.

The macerated money becomes a dull grey in the processing, having
somewhat the appearance of stone, but much more fragile of course. Still it
was infinitely malleable and the designs proliferated for sale to tourists. The
British magazine The Strand lauded such ingenuity. In a February 1897 article
entitled "Curiosities," it wrote now "countless humble indviduals from Maine
to California may be said to possess a fortune in one of these busts."

Above: D.C.'s Washington Monument,
comprised of an estimated $3,000 old
cash and distributed by a Fifth Avenue
New York firm.

Below: A macerated profile bust of
George Washington.
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Above: Philadelphia's Liberty Bell
reproduced from an estimated $5,000
in worn out notes.

A 1901 article by Waldon Fawcett discusses how Martin conceived the
idea of turning the worthless macerated money into profit. According to
Fawcett's article:

The stimulant for his (Martin's) idea was the sight of a clerk, who possessed of
some artistic ability, molding by hand, a crude design for an official of the
Treasury who desired to preserve a wad of the dilapidated currency in this
form. The quick-witted watchman, Martin secured a key to the room in which
churnings of the macerator were and night after night he pursued self-instruc-
tion in sculpture until he was master of his strange medium.

Soon others caught on to the potential of making and selling macerated
sculptures. On the back of a macerated shoe I have, there is a label with
"Patented 1879. This article represents about $5,000 and is made out of
Greenback money after it is macerated by the U.S. Government. J. Wolston
Hertford, Manufacturer, Washington, D.C." An advertisement of 1909 shown
below, suggests that by then large businesses like the National Souvenir
Company had an "in'' with the Bureau, and access to macerated pulp:

MONEY PULP SOUVENIRS
Articles made from Macerated Money that has been redeemed and
destroyed by the U. S. Treasmy, and made into souvenirs are sold to
visitors at the entrance to the Bureau of Engraving and Printing or
at the place of manufacture across the street. Evelyone should have a
souvenir of old money.

National Currency Souvenir Co.
210 Fourteenth Street S. W.

A contemporary postcard illustration
from a postally-used 1898 macerated
currency postcard made by U.S. Souvenir
Co. of Washington, D.C. Note: the cap-
tion: This is the U.S. Treasury Where
the Macerated Money is Made."
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Top right: A macerated medallion por-
traying a boot, gilded with gold.

Above and right: two views of a shoe
with a bow tie, and the label from the
shoe's bottom estimating a cool ten
grand was recycled to produce it.

Below: an early 20th century illustra-
tion of the macerating process at the
Treasury building, showing a workman
removing bundled redeemed notes from
large trunks. The paper shredding
machine is in the background, and the
large mortar and pestle cauldron at left.
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Macerated Objects
Macerated items appeared in three basic forms: (1)

postcards [several of which I illustrated in my previous
article on this subject in Paper Money]; (2) plaques or free
standing, upright objects such as the Washington
Monument; and (3) shoes in the style of Louis IV etc.
Many different types are illustrated here. Attached to the
back of each souvenir was a label estimating the value of
the notes contained therein. Busts and plaques of political
and military idols were popular items. My collection also
includes hats, bells, plaques, shoes, boats, a variety of ani-
mal figures, and patriotic images of every description. The
objects are gray, with some variation, and are often deco-
rated with colorful stamps and patriotic ribbons. Most
were small, about three to five inches.

Some of the more unique items I have found are:
• a three-dimensional bust of George Washington sold at
the U.S. Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876 for
50 cents, made from an estimated $25,000 in greenbacks;



Right: a rare Key to the White House fig-
ural shape.

Below: Label from the bottom of an
"$8,000" hat.
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".. . there ought to be no ragged
money [in circulation] at all.
The merchant or grocer has only
to gather up a package of old
soiled money and send it by
express in quantities of not less
than $20 to the Treasury
Department at Washington.
There it will be redeemed. New
money will be sent in place of
the old and the old will be
burned. Sometimes queer papi-
er mache ornaments are made of
it, which is a very questionable
use indeed to make of it. . . ."

-- The Farmers Cabinet,
Milford, NY
October 18, 1894

• A 6" canoe with U.S. stamps issued c. 1890 decorating the sides;
• A 5" upright squirrel eating a nut; has two black glass eyes. The hand-

written label appears to be old quill pen and ink dating it to late 1800s;
• A 3" bas-relief plaque of the Capitol with red/white/blue flag, showing

a "C" and "E" for Christian Endeaver, 1896;
• Paperweights in three sizes, all round with outer circle showing old

currency pasted on the plaque. One paperweight had an 1818 Large
Cent and was issued by New York numismatist Thomas L. Elder.
The second contained a replica $50 gold slug of the U.S. Assay Office
in California. There are various other designs in existence. These
paperweights are estimated to contain $500 in macerated currency
according to an Elder ad;

• An 8" rectangular picture frame with oval opening and indistinct,
raised garland ornamentation, medium gray, with uneven surface.
Label on back indicates that $50,000 of macerated currency was used
in making it.

Macerated Cards
The look and texture of macerated sheets or cards is that of handmade

paper, gray in color, and often with bits of the currency showing through. In
my collection, I have 10 different types of postcards, both used and unused
dated between 1905-1909. All are very rare and many were illustrated in an
earlier article I wrote for this magazine. A few do sometimes show up in post-
card auctions or at coin shows. One that occasionally appears has an eagle.
Printed in the upper left-hand corner is, "Made from the pulp of bank notes
redeemed and macerated in the U.S. Treasury estimated to contain $200."
This type of card was published by J.F. Jarvis of Washington, D.C.

Another type of card has cancelled stamps pasted on one side, with the
following quote from Josh Billings, "Konsider (sic) the postage stamp my son.
Its usefulness konsists (sic) in its ability to stick to one thing until it gets there."
It also has the legend, "This card is made of Refuse Money from the US
Government. Several dollars are used in making each card." It was published
by W. M. Beach, Roxbury, Massachusetts.

A third type of card, that may turn up at an auction, shows the Treasury
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Office where the macerated money was made. The card states, "Made from the
pulp of bank notes redeemed and macerated by the U.S. Treasury,
Washington, DC. Estimated to contain $200." I have this card in two thick-
nesses. It was published by the U.S. Souvenir Company.

I have seven other types of cards which are probably unique. One is just a
plain blank card on one side, with the usual statement about containing $200
on the other. I have both a used and an unused example, dated 1909. Five oth-
ers are also very unusual. They are about one-quarter of an inch thick and have
the pieces of currency pasted on one side. One has illustrations of George and
Martha Washington affixed. Another has a large profile of George
Washington. The remaining three have other designs.

Top left: The bull dog figure has glass
eyes.

Above: The bunny rabbit reconstitut-
ed an estimated $4,000 in old cash.

Your collection will not be complete
without the newest Banknotablem collectibles!

Our unique collectibles combine artistry, craftsmanship,
the latest security paper technology and hidden facts and

figures...all combined into exquisitely engraved bank notes
rivaling the currencies of the world's leading nations. Each

of our notes is issued as a limited edition and is guaranteed
to be 99.28% counterfeit proof—assuring their authenticity.

These unique notes look and feel
like real money, and each comes with

its own Certificate of Authenticity.
If you are serious about your paper note collection, you

owe it to yourself to visit our website to find out more about
these hot new collectibles as they gain worldwide popularity.
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Right: a macerated currency reproduc-
tion of Charles Lindbergh's famous air-
plane, Spirit of St. Louis, and its label.

-Spiiit of St. Louie made of United
41nel

State.:

The last type I own is an oversized postcard like those issued in Europe.
On one side is the date, 1905, Washington, D.C. with a black porter shown in
the bottom left-hand corner. At the bottom right-hand corner is a child,
dressed up like a pirate with a sword pulling a toy train. The statement, "This
card made from redeemed greenbacks macerated by U.S. Treasury is estimated
to contain $2,000" appears in the upper right-hand corner. The opposite side
is blank except that pieces of the U.S. currency can still be seen.

There are probably a few other types of postcards similar to some that are
discussed in this article, and I would love to hear about them.

There are a couple of books that I know of which contain a sheet of mac-
erated currency. One of them states, "William Cox, Editor of the Washington
Meeting of the American Bankers Association: Souvenir Volume, issued in
Washington, D.C. 1905," has a half-title page printed in brown ink. Another
book which I have heard of but not seen, Inaugural Souvenir 1901, was issued
by the Inaugural Committee for William McKinley, Washington, MCMI.
There may be other books with similar pages of macerated currency in exis-
tence. I would like to hear about these also.
Maceration Since 1929

Until June 30, 1929, the macerated currency was sold to the highest bid-
der. By that time, however, bids for the pulp were less than the cost of macer-
ating. Also, compared to the amount macerated on a given day, only small
amounts of it were being sold. These may have been some of the reasons why
the process was continued.

During the 1970s environmental concerns over burning old paper money

a el LC- Li pap! 2.̀.Y money at
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"Any securities on distinctive
silk fiber paper shall be
destroyed by maceration unless
destruction by burning is specifi-
cally authorized by the
Secretary. Other securities shall
be destroyed by maceration or
by burning."

-- U.S. Treasury Department
regulations, 1942

"Federal Reserve Banks and
their branches with currency for
redemption cancel the notes by
punching four holes of distinc-
tive shape. Each bank and
branch has a punch of different
shape which identifies the bank
with the currency. The bank
cuts the notes in half lengthwise,
leaving two punched holes in
each half note. . . .The lower
halves are loaded into the trucks
at one point and the upper
halves into other trucks at
another point. The trucks are
then locked and taken to the
macerators, of which there are
nine. Into each macerator 1,350
pounds of half notes, 1,350
pounds of water and 70 pounds
of soda ash are placed. A heavy
metal cover is adjusted on the
macerator secured by two locks
by two committee members,
each having separate keys.
Thirteen pounds of steam pres-
sure is then maintained in the
macerator for twelve hours, dur-
ing which the macerator is rotat-
ed. After twelve hours of rota-
tion the macerator is stopped
and allowed to cool for four
hours. It is then opened by the
two committee members who
examine the resulting pulp. If
maceration is complete, the pulp
is taken from the macerator and
removed later to the dump.
Certification as to complete
destruction is made by the two
committee members."

-- Agent William D. Cawley, Jr.
U.S. Treasury in "Currency
Redemption and Destruction"
monograph (April 2, 1942)

resulted in a gradual return to maceration. This time however, the notes were
simply shredded and not subjected to harsh chemicals. Philadelphia coin dealer
and SPMC charter member Harry Forman, of Forman Enterprises, Ltd.,
Philadelphia, Pa. would buy bales of currency and make pillows and packets of
money for sale to collectors.

If you needed an "expensive" pen for signing big checks and important
letters, you could get one filled with about $2,000 of shredded currency. Harry
Jones, a Cleveland coin dealer, made the ballpoint pens filled with thousands of
dollars of shredded bills. The Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis at one
time would give a package of five shredded bills to tour members.

A news report of the period suggested that recycling old dough had the
sweet smell of success written all over it once again. According to the report
Treasury official O.H. Tornkinson reported that "Army scientists have turned
shredded U.S. currency into sucrose, a sugar commonly obtained from sugar
cane and sugar beets." The byproduct is edible. "I've tasted it," Tomkinson
said.

Today old notes are not returned to the U.S. Treasury. They are
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Facing Page

Top and center: a macerated figure in the
shape of a canoe with used U.S. stamps of
the 1890s as part of its design.

Bottom: Benjamin Harrison gave these
macerated currency hats away when he
ran for U.S. President.

Top left: another of my great interests is
marbles, which have been around for
10,000 years. This one was made from
large pieces of U.S. currency.

Left: Postcards are not as artistic as the
figural pieces, but interesting neverthe-
less. This macerated currency postcard
was printed by W.M. Beach, Roxbury, MA
in 1905, and bears its purchaser's com-
ments penned on its back.

destoyed by the Federal Reserve. The nation's Federal Reserve banks destroy
more than $100 million in paper money daily! This amounts to about 3,000
tons of old paper waste. These beat up notes are sold to the highest bidder.

The creative possibilities for these old greenbacks are endless. In 1988
Craig Whitford, of the Numismatic Card Co. of Michigan, made a unique post
card that includes a piece of paper from shredded U.S. paper money as part of
its design. In 1989 he also made some postcards similar to the old type with
the following label, "Handmade from the pulp of shredded U.S. currency. .
.Estimated to contain $200."

There is a scarcity of authoritative information on macerated money,
although articles have appeared in Coin World, Numismatic News, Frank Leslie's
Illustrated, The Numismatist, Numismatic Scrapbook, Harper's Weekly National
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These very attractive cards are each estimated to contain
from $200 to $500 in formerly cool cash.

Magazine and the aforementioned The Strand in England. An earlier version of
this article appeared in Paper Money (Vol. 30, SEPT/OCT 1991) and a similar
article in Paper Pile (Vol. 12, Summer 1991).

Perhaps there are other publications with information on maceration that
you could call to my attention. Titles for such articles will not be maceration,
but rather Treasury Department under destruction or production of money, or
about people who sold the items and may have advertised them for sale.

I would appreciate hearing from others who can add their knowledge,
articles and information to mine as I prepare a book on this subject, since one
has not yet been written. You can contact me at 169 Marlborough St., Boston,
MA 02116-1830. •

Letter to the Editor

Dear Fred:
I am pleased and honored to have been awarded the 2002

Annual SPMC Literary Award for my article in the March/April issue
of Paper Money. I am thankful that you and the Awards Committee
thought enough of the article and the very extensive research that
went into the article's creation, to give it the coveted, first place
award.

I had a short conversation with Wendell Wolka at the ANA
Summer Seminar in early July. One of his questions was how long
did I work on this article? The answer is four years, with another
year to create the charts, tables, etc. and edit and trim the article into
an acceptable length for publication. I wanted to assure that the arti-
cle was truthful, factual and provable, but yet enjoyable to read.

Without Paper Money, this information and discovery may not
have been able to be shared with other paper money enthusiasts. I
praise SPMC for their foresight in going to the periodic double size,
80 page issues. Keep up the good work.

(signed) Geronte Walton	 •
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